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Vve  bring to  cbildbutb  our histories,  our relation-
ships, our rituals, our needs and Values that relate to
irttimaay, our sexualtry, the qualtry and style Of family
life` and community, and our deepest beliofs about life,
binb, and death .1

CLIMATE   0F  CONFIDENCE

When we are taught to listen to our bodies and trust
in our abilities to give birth; when we are attended by
practitioners who  affirm the naturalness  of birth and
both teach and guide us through the birthing process;
when the people who surround us provide love and
affirmation,  we  are  in  a   c/G.773czfe  o/ co7c¢cze7ace  that
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MCNeil, Peggy Thurston, Laurie williams. Over the years since £969,
the following women have contributed to the many versions of this
chapter: Ruth Bell, Jenny Fleming, Nancy Miriam Hawley, Linda
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allows us to have a voice in and to shape our unique
birthing experiences.

W7e  begin  this  chapter  with  the  stories  of women
who have given birth-at home, in birth centers, and
in hospitals-with the support they need to have con-
fidence in their own birthing powers.

I had  a long,  drawn-out labor.  Each  fierson there
got a chance to rest. They switched on and off being
with  me.  I  could  do u)hat  I u)acted.  I was  standing
most Of the time and walking around . I was so I)leased
not to  be in  bed.  They  e'ncouraged me  to  eat;  I  did
drink some tea. Finally they convinced me to lie down
and I got a little sleep.

I,abor was Painful. Pain isn't an crdequate word. I
was bowled over by the intensity Of the |Jhysical experi-
ence. I remern,ber thinleing as labor got heavy, women
are farr+2Isha,  they get Pregnant over and over again
and  are  strong  enough;  People  go  through  this  tL]l
the  time.  Nobody  could  have  Prepared  me for  it  in
words.

I could imagine myself understanding how I'd tdee
drugs  if someone  urged  them  on  me  i,n  a  hospital.
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But here, because everyone was saying, "Everything is
fine," it was easy to heap going.

Laura called Peter [tbe doctor] . He carne ouer, sat in
a  corner  reading  a  magazine,  saying,  "This  could
tdee up to two hours. Don't wor'ry. You bcwe |Jlenty Of
tine.„

Then came the best time Of all. Pushing wasn't at all
painful.  Mary  was  holding  the  mirror;  eac.h  tirpee  I-|]usbed I could see the effects. Laura:  "Try breathing

-blow  out  from  really  deep  inside  you.  I,et  ygur
cbeehs puff out."  It ujorhed.  I started squatting,  then
sitting up with Lewis behind me . My final delive:ry |J.o:i-
1;ion ivas on my side, one leg uP on Laura's shoulder.
With euery single |jush I could see Emma coming out,
bigger cmd bigger. After every Push Laur_a u!ould peas-`
si;§e  my  Perineun.  The  little-no_,  the bL8-.bead_
cc;me out.  She was cooing. It was the swectest thing I
ever heard. Laura said to Le'u)is and me, "Reach down
and I)ull out your baby."  It was  a big surprise _to us!
Twe did! We pulled her out! I brought her to my br?ast.
Tine were enthralled. The cifterbutb  came out with no

Problem. Laura showed it to us.
The whole experience changed my life . It taught in?

how deeply |]hysical life is,  cnd counected me m~uch
more with my body. I'd learned a refined hind Of Ca-.
thohcism where nothing was eariby, nothing was said
aloud.  But  tbere's  nothing  subtle  about  being Preg-
nant and having a baby!

A new lesbian mother tells this story about labor at
home and then in the hospital.

I bad been watiing for Yancey for a long time  at
a  restaurant.  Finally  she  arrived.  Her  shirt  was  on
backward. She said:  "My wctlers brolee! I'm in labor!"
Twle dashed home and called Elaine, our labor support,
a nurse-midwife ifor her) and Melanie, a good friend
who is also a midwife,  a lesbian with three children
O}or both  Of us).  They  said,  "Relax,  e?i,  dr!nh."  The
house  became  calm.  Ycmcey  called from  her  room,
"Come! My bach is ledling me!" Then she said "Leave.I':

An hour later, through the door,  "This is getting bard.
Call Melanie."  She wcmted to be in the bathroom so
we  set uP  a little nest there.  Melanie stayed with  her
for foe  hours;  I  tossed  and  turned  in  bed.  Then  I
beard, "Get u|]! Tine baue to go right now! She wants to
push!"  I had the presence Of mind to hang a diaper-out the ujindow,  our Prearranged sign to our neigh-

bors that we'd need their car. I droue faster cnd faster,
with Yancey on all fours on the bachseat. In the hos|]i:
tal Yancey leneu) what she wanted. She'd say,  "Touch_
me  here'-'  or  "Stay  aujbile."  Finally  we  encouraged
yancey  to  push.  She  said,  {`I'm  afraid  1'11.hufi. my:
self," -cmd  then,  "OK,  let's  do  it."  She  I)ush_ed  hard:
p6pped the baby's bead out, looked at his I.a?e,  said,"It's  a  boy,"  and  reached  down  to  |]ull  him  out
herself.  I  was  weaping,  she  was  laughing,_she  was
feelivig  so  exultant.  I  cut  the  cord,  intensely  ryou.ed.
Then-Yancey had to get stitched uP because _she ha^d.
torn  a  bit.  I  spent  a  sweet  hour  u)i,th  our  beautiful
Son.

Suzcinne Arms

Another woman and her husband created their own
climate  of  confidence  when  they  had  their  second
baby in  a  large,  busy  city  hospital where  they were
more or less left to themselves.

Labor  really  began  at  12:30  A.M.,  on  Monday:  AI
2 A.M. u)e went to the hospital. AI 2 p.M. the next day I
was  working  border  but  still  4  ceutimeters  dilated.
The obstetrician wcunted to give me morphine, saying,
"This has gone on too long for a second labor. 1'11 Put

you to sleap for foe hours and you'll. wahe L!P in.ac}j;)e`labor." ]a-ck and I looleed at each other and sai¢, "Th_is

guy's  really  hot .to  trot."  But  we  lepe:u)  i.hat  uJ9_3_n  th.e`-bdky's  ready  to  be  born,  it  would  be  born.  W;e  said

we'd  decide  at  3  p.M.  At  3  p.M.  I  was  5  centimeters
dilated.  Nurses  were  changing  shifts.  Though  they
were  wonderful,   there  were  neuer  many   Of  fhem
around.  I  was  sitting  up.  Jack  and  I  used  a  lot  Of
imagery.  He helped nrue to breathe  into  tk!e palm. ye
imdrgingd wind and.w.aves. I made sure the s.en.s?tion]
woJld `go down and through my ceTuix, an4 Pictured
my cervix apening, pictured nysdif  being .born. That
h-elped a lot. I,oohing at ]acJe was best,  o! burying n}y
face in his necle, or closing my eyes and going inside.
If he badn't been there, forget it. Twe quere so concen-
irated on what we were  doing.  We  lenew i,i was our
experience.  He  lenew  exactly  what  to  do.  He  neuer
loft me .

At 3:30 they said they were thinking Of bredeing my
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bag Of waters, but bet;ouse Of the change in sbifes, they
never got around to do tt. Then rn;y waters brolee by
themselves and lcthor got border. I felt Pressure agalust
my Pubic bone, wbieh uns relieijed lay counterpressure
and singing. Singing was exac,fly what I needed to do.
All Of a sudden I needed to Push.  "Don't Push," they
said. "I ccun't not," I said. I delivered my baby qutchly.
It  was  intense.  I  did  my  share  Of yelling.  Her bead
caiine   through   wbtle   the   doctor   was   still   getting
dressed,  so I bad no  apistotomy. My baley nursed in
the recovery room, just as I bad dreamed about it last
summer.

A midwife states:

All efforts are made to see birth  as a continuum. I
tell wor}uen who  baue Prepared for home  birth,  who
begin labor at home and then end uP at the hospital,
"Who you are never c;hanges. Your |]lanning,  ideals,
values,  beheifs,  principles  never  change just  because
you end ap i,n the hospital,  or ujith  a cesarean. You
are stronger than you would have been because you'ue
gone through all those decisions and made the choices
you did.„

These  women  show  us  that  giving  birth  can  be
richer than we ever imagined.  They speak of excite-
ment,   doubt,   determination,   effort,   learning  about
themselves;  of momentary  lapses  and  pulling  them-
selves together; of hard work and giving in; of content-
ment, amazement, ecstasy, and exaltation. They listen
to  their bodies  and  remain  open to their attendants'
encouragement to relax and renew themselves. Their
experiences  make  it vividly  clear what  birth  can  be
and contrast sharply with the purely medical view of
birth that focuses primarily on fear: fear of pain, fear
that  something  will  go  wrong,  fear  that  our  bodies
don't work.

CLIMATE  0F  DOUBT

The  c/¢.77eczfe o/ c7o"Z?f,  with  its  overwhelming focus
on worry and fear, has been in the making ever since
obstetrics began in the U.S.

Brief History

More drugs and technologies are ri,ow used in "nor-
iinal"  births  in  Ai!nerica  than  anyu)here  else  in  the
world. This reflects in Part the desire to master,  con-
quer, and control nature that uns prese'nt among the
colonists f rom the beginning.2                            .

The Present system uns born in and shaped by the
comf)etition between male and f emale healers.3

In colonial America and the preindustrial U.S., mid-
wives and community women attended child-bearing
women, usually with excellent results.  Sometimes,  in
extremely  complicated  situations,  they  called  upon
barber~surgeons,  called  "man-midwives."  These  men

used  forceps  and  hooks,  as  few  women  did.  Small
wonder  that  the  men  regarded  birth  as  deadly  and
dangerous, for they lacked the midwives'  experience
of hundreds of routine  births  that required no  assis-
tance.4 Obstetrics became the first surgical specialty to
be taught and practiced by male doctors in U.S. medi-
cal schools in the 18th century.

In the  1830s and 1840s, a strong grassroots popular
health movement campaigned against a growing ned-
ical  elitism,  and  many  kinds  of  healing  sects  flour-
ished.    The    medical    "regulars"-upper-class    and
middle-class men-had nothing more to offer than lay
practitioners;  "they  still  couldn't  claim  to  have  any
uniquely effective methods or special body of knowl-
edge."5  Nevertheless,  they won out through political
influence, and went on to found the American Medical
Association in 1848.

About the same time, the profession of gynecology
began to thrive. Some doctors performed cruel experi-
mental surgery on many women,  especially enslaved
black women  and poor women,  in the name  of sci-
ence6 (an experimentation that continues, in a milder
form,  in gynecology and obstetrics to this  day).7 Out
of these  devastating efforts grew "cures" for gyneco-
logical conditions,  many of which were  actually cre-
ated by barbarous  childbirth  practices,  although this
connection was not recognized at the time. These pro-
cedures increased gynecologists' powers enormously,
since the promise of cures and even of prevention lay
with them.

The second half of the  19th century saw gynecolo-
gists  and  obstetricians  gain  even  more  control  over
women.  This  control  represented  political  and  eco-
nomic  triumph  rather  than  scientific  necessity.  Ad-
miring    education    and   science,    middle-class    and
upper-class women were able to afford doctors' fees.
They continued to change their allegiance from mid-
wives to "scientifically" trained doctors, who, as men
of their own class,  advised them in personal matters
and judged their moral conduct-a role that continues
today.   Many  upper-class   and  middle-class  women
wore tight corsets and were physically inactive. Some
stayed   in   bed   all   day.   Meanwhile,   working-class
women  worked  long  hours  in  factories,  fields,  and
upper-class  households,  attended by local midwives.
Physicians looked upon these midwives as both eco-
nomic  threats  and  threats  to  the  masculine  medical
order they were  establishing.  They waged a virulent
campaign against them, stereotyping them as ignorant,
dirty,  and  irresponsible.  They deliberately  lied  about
midwifery outcomes to convince legislators that states
should  outlaw  them,  when  in  fact  midwives'  safety
records were often superior to those of physicians.8 In
addition, obstetricians campaigned to reverse the be-
lief that birth was a healthy, natural process: "They set
out to make mothers  `fear' the dangers of pregnancy
and   childbirth   and   think   of   `no   precaution   as
excessive,' " 9 all the while telling women of their right
to  be  cared  for  by  the  only  qualified  providers:  the
obstetricians themselves. Doctors also deliberately ex-
cluded  women  from  medical  training,10  fearing  that



if women  were  admitted  to  the  profession,  women
patients would prefer physicians of their own sex, es-
pecially for childbirth.11

As  medical  boards  and  state  legislators  systemati-
cally suppressed midwifery, women had to move out
of their homes into hospitals to give birth, which did
not prove to be safer or better for them and their ba-
bies.12 In  1900,  5% of babies in the U.S. were born in
hospitals; by 1935, 750/o; 13 and presently 98 to 990/o are
born  in  hospitals  or birth  centers.  With  the  myth  of
safety grew  other  myths  tied to  obstetrical  practices
and technology (that only doctors can deliver babies;
that labor is  a  process that needs  to  be  "managed")
that had no scientific basis. By giving birth in hospitals,
women took the last step toward total dependence on
the man-made, male-dominated obstetrical system. To
this  day,  we  struggle  to  change  this  de  facto  mo-
nopoly.

mstitwtions Contribute to tlie
Climate of Doubt

Women experience the influence of the hospital set-
ting long before labor begins. With the increasing rou-
tine  use  of pregnancy screening  procedures,  we  are
visiting  hospitals  earlier  and  earlier.  When  we  enter
these places for sick people, it is difficult not to view
pregnancy, birth,  and our bodies as unhealthy.  From
the very first ultrasound,  hospital  procedures bypass
our matemal bodies, as family, technicians, and prac-
titioners focus beyond ourselves on the blurry image
of  a  fetus  on  a  screen  several  feet  away.  Already,
months  before  it  is  really  born,  the  baby  growing
within  seems  to  be  outside  our  body.  A  process  of
continuous monitoring and surveillance has begun.

As we become "patients" and our experience is de-
fined in medical terms, we become part of an imper-
sonal production process. Upon entering the hospital
in labor, we are often placed in wheelchairs. Our per-
sonal  effects  are  removed.  We  are  among  strangers.
We become anonymous. We are immobilized, hooked
up to fetal monitors and IVs.  Each "stage"  of labor is
allotted a certain amount of time, and no more.

During the  1950s  and  1960s,  opera!tons rese^arch
tecbniqins used to expedite the manufact.ur? Of yari:
ous fo;ms Of ueaponry in WWII were apphed to deuel-
ci|iing more  ey:I iective obstetrica_l_ suites.  Priorities wfre
forrirulated i6 facilitate the  Of:ficieftt Processing ^Of as
many u)omen as Possible rather than .tg allow_f or ^an
adjvistable tempo for each  indiutdual .birth. The.fac.-
to;ry  approacir was  soon incoapor?i?d  into  teatboohs
on hospital design: "The conveyor belt_concap.i .  .  : em-
pbasizes the rqi)eated transfere'nce Of a moth.er.(as.in•motor-car assimbly) irom Place to Place, and alsf J th?i

unequal tiitne |]eriods at  any  station can render the
process uneconomical. "14

Such  hospital  routines  debilitate  us.  We  become
passive,  dependent.  Until  recently,  routine  enemas
and  shaving  of the  pubic  area  desexualized  and  in-
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fantilized us. Even now, many hospitals do not allow
food or liquids during labor, so that we become hun-
gry,  weak,  our  contractions  slowed  and  our  health
endangered.  The  sterile  hospital  atmosphere  caused
one nurse-midwife to say regretfully, "The most natu-
ral  aspects  of  birth-sexuality,  blood,  sweat,   shit,
movement, and sounds-have no place here."

Continuity of care, one of medicine's own standards
for quality care, does not usually exist. Sometimes we
are left completely alone for long periods of time--in
no  other  culture  are  laboring  women  left  so  alone.
Isolation and immobility during labor increase tension
and fear, which increase pain, which causes more fear,
which  brings  on  more  pain.  In  such  surroundings,
women  end  up  "needing"  pain  relief,  and  obstetri-
cians, anesthesiologists, researchers, and drug compa-
nies  hasten to  provide  it in  abundant variety.  Those
nurses who want to help us  are  overburdened with
paperwork and have too many women to attend to at
Once.

At the  other extreme,  particularly in teaching hos-
pitals,   too   many   strangers-nurses,   nursing   and
medical   students,   residents,   lab   technicians,   and
anesthesiologists-walk freely in and out of our room.
The   doctor-someone  we   may  never  have   seen
before-may appear briefly from time to time, or just
before birth. After the baby is born,  we meet a new
set  of nurses  and a  pediatrician.  In  large  hospitals,  a
specialist in newborns  (a neonatologist)  may appear
as well.

Medical  Training  Reinforces  the
Climate  of DolJbt

Nursing and medical students rarely,  if ever,  see a
normal spontaneous labor and birth. To most of them,
labor consists of a woman lying on her back, hooked
up  to  a  monitor  and  IV,  her  bag  of waters  broken
artificially,  her cervix ripened with prostaglandin gel,
contractions "accelerated" with Pitocin, and her body
immobilized by an epidural. The hierarchical nature of
medical  training,  and  the  status  our  culture  accords
physicians, means that most of them never learn how
to deal with a fully conscious, unanesthetized woman
in labor. They don't sit through labor from beginning
to end as midwives do,  to find out how and what a
woman  feels,  and  to  become  acquainted  with  the
unique rhythm of each labor.

Nor do medical students learn the midwifery skills
of massage,  physical  assistance,  and  emotional  sup-
port-those techniques providing comfort and facili-
tating labor that are so important to laboring women.
Instead of "mastering the art of inactivity," most find it
undramatic and boring to sit through labor (one obste-
trician has a sign over his desk reading,  "Birth is 95%
boredom and 50/o disaster"). Even if they want to, they
don't  have  enough  time.  Instead,  they  learn  to  use
technological   interventions   routinely   to   speed   up
labor.  In  addition,  since  obstetrics  is  a  surgical  spe-
cialty, students must meet a quota for procedures per-
formed;  in  order to  obtain  experience,  they have  to
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practice on women whether procedures are indicated
or  not.  They  learn  too  that  unless  they  have  every
available tool and instrument close at hand, they may
be sued for malpractice at any moment.

Women   trained   as   caregivers   and   practitioners
within the medical system often adopt these practices
and  internalize  the  values  inherent  in  the  medical/
technocratic  approach to  birth.  Women  obstetricians
intervene in labor and utilize technology just as their
male  counterparts  do.  Even certified nurse-midwives
working within large medical centers often use tech-
nology.

After such an education, it is no wonder that physi-
cians genuinely believe we cannot and should not give
birth without medical interventions.

Physicians' Attitudes  Create and
Sustflin  a  Climate of Dol/bt *

Trained  in  a  system  where  male  bodies  are  the
norm,  most doctors believe womens'  bodies and the
birth   process   to   be   abnormal   and   dysfunctional.
Among the most influential 20th-century obstetricians'
writings, we find appalling descriptions of labor and
birth-Joseph 8.  DeLee's,  for example, who in  1920
compared labor to a crushing door, and birth to falling
on  a  pitchfork,  its  handle  driven  through  the  peri-
neum.

In both cases, the cause Of the damage, the fall on
the pitchford and the  crushing Of tb?  door,  is Patpo-
geiric, trial is, di,sease |]rouoleing, a.n_d anything |]atho--gendc is Patbologic and abnormal.15

The well-known author of B?'7tb  Ty¢'Jboc/J  VG.oJe7?ce,
Dr. Frederick Leboyer, says:

One  day,  the  baby  finds  itself  a  Prisoner .  . . the
prison  comes  to  life .  .  . begins,  lib_e  some  oct?pus,.to-bug cnd crush  .  .  . stifoe  .  .  . assault  ....the I)ftson Pa.s

gofne berseth with  its heart bursting,  tpe imfar:i s.inps
into thi,s bell .  .  . the mother .  .  . she is driving the baby
out. AI the scme time she is holding it in, |]reueuting
its Passage. It is she who is the eneiny. S_hg who stands
boftween-the child and lif e. Only one Of then can _|jre-
uatl.  It is mortal combat not satisfied with  crashing,
the monster .  .  . twists it in a refinemeut Of cruelty..6

Women  internalize the
Medical  Model  of Birtllt

Childbirth  has   always   involved  perfectly  natural
fears of something going wrong,  of the unknown,  of
pain,  and  of the  risk  of death.  Birth  is  as  safe  as  life

* Obstetric myths without scientific basis continue to influence

practice in modern obstetrics. See Henci Goer,  Odsfez7?.c „j;J¢s c/s.
Research Realities: A Guide to the Medical literature, as well 2is
Ernd:in et al., A Guide to E]:fiective C;are in Pregnancy.
t can Oakley's S#g)z/.ecf Wo772e„ (New York: Schocken Books,  1980)
has an excellent discussion of women's attitudes about themselves
and professionals' attitudes toward them. Diana Scully's IMe% Wfoo

gets,  yet we  can  never be  completely certain  of the
outcome wherever and however we give birth. We are
assaulted by assumptions  about  our inability to  give
birth without interventions. We are presumed unable
and unwilling to handle the pain and intensity of labor.
Inevitably, most of us internalize these powerful nega-
tive  attitudes.  Medical  practice  thrives  on  our  fears.
One mother says:

Co72f7io/ T7o77?er3 's fJe¢/£b describes obstetrical residents' attitudes
toward the women they see in hospitals. Gayle Peterson, in
a?.#bG.ng IVo7%cz//)/, details some of the ways in which our beliefs
and attitudes can affect pregnancy and labor, and Robbie
Davis-Floyd, in .B¢#b czs ¢73 4ove~.ccz7? jzG.}e o/Pczssczge, chronicles
the deep cultural and historical roots underlying the medical model
of birth, physician's attitudes and practices, and the way women
adopt them. She describes the belief in technological progress that
is central to our society and analyzes the many ways in which
hospital birth expresses this ideology.
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Ann MCQu€en/Stock,  Boston

It is as if our confidence is a large, bright Piece Of
fabric. When title pinprick boles  Of fear  cnd  doubt
cap|)ear, the medical mentaltry mdees them larger cnd
larger  until  the  once-beautiful  cloth  is  nothing  but
gcaping holes .

When  we  do  not  have  experienced,  empathetic
women by our side during labor, listening, encourag-
ing, providing information,  and enhancing our confi-

Suzc]nn€ Arms
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dence;  when  we  put  our  faith  only  in  people  who
don't  believe  in  our  ability  to  give  birth;  when  we
depend,  as they do,  on their medical tools and tech-
niques, then we reinforce their belief that we can't do
without them.

MAI(ING   A   BIRTH   CARE   PLAN

You can envision your labor and birth,  imagine  it,
prepare for it-but you can't plan it, nor plan when it
will happen. However, you can plan the kind of care
you want. We encourage you to draw up a birth care
plan well before you go into labor, laying out clearly
where you  plan  to  give  birth,  who  will  attend  you,
whom you want for labor support, and what kind of
care  you  want.   Make   informed,   reflective   choices
about interventions,  drugs,  and anesthesia.  Negotiate
ahead of time with your hospital or birth center and
your practitioner,  and visit the birth site to familiarize
yourself with the routines and be better able to state
your  preferences.  Plan  to  have  your  partner  and/or
advocate with you at all times  during the birth.  Such
planning will prepare you to deal with any onslaught
of institutional routines and medical procedures.

You will want to prepare your children for birth and
make plans for their care whether you birth at home
or in  an  institution.  Children,  even very young  chil-
dren,  often  do  well  at  birth.  For  many women  it  is
important that their children be part of the experience,
or at least be present for the actual birth.

Laboring in water and giving birth in water are pos-
sible at home and in some hospital settings. You may
want to research this and make certain your caregiver
is comfortable with this choice and that the institution
you choose is equipped with birth tubs.


